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IN THE MATTER OF ARBITRATION BETWEEN: 
 
Employer 
 
AND  
 
Union 
 
 

BACKGROUND 

This is an arbitration proceeding pursuant to the provisions of Article 15 of the Collective 

Bargaining Agreement (the “Agreement”) between the Union and the Employer.  A hearing was 

held on October 4, 1999. At that time sworn testimony was taken, exhibits were offered and 

made part of the record, and oral arguments were heard. 

The Employee was present throughout the hearing and testified on his own behalf. The hearing 

was stenographically reported and a transcript has been prepared. Post-hearing briefs were filed 

by the parties. The exhibits introduced by the Union and the Employer during the October 1999 

hearing have been retained by the Arbitrator. Where relevant, references to these exhibits will be 

made in the following manner: Joint Exhibits are cited as "J," Employer Exhibits as "C" and 

Union Exhibits as "U," followed by the exhibit number. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The Employee was a mechanic on medical leave when he was terminated from his assignment at 

the Employer's City 1 base maintenance facility on December 21, 1998; because the Employer 

concluded that he had made death threats against certain managers and employees. The 

Employer submits that it has a basic responsibility to protect the safety of its employees and the 
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traveling public. It contends that, under all the circumstances, it could not take the risk of 

allowing the Employee to remain in the workforce, because of the potential harm he could inflict 

on its employees or possibly one of its aircraft. 

The Union, on the other hand, contends that the comments attributed to the Employee were not 

premeditated or directed at any one person. He did not harm anyone or destroy any property. His 

comments must be viewed in the context of how the Employer has treated him on the job, and 

the effect that an injury and illness has had on his physical well-being. The Union contends that 

the Employer, in its day-to-day dealings with the Employee, has not treated him fairly, that he 

has been harassed on the job and denied certain appeals relating to his job. The Union also 

contends that he has been required to take a number of medications, which have had an impact 

upon his behavior. The Union strongly argues that the Employer did not give these elements 

proper weight before it decided to terminate the Employee. Accordingly, the Union contends that 

the discipline was not for just cause and, therefore, the Employee should be restored to the 

service and made whole for his losses. 

 

ISSUE TO BE DECIDED 

Did the Employer have just cause to terminate the Employee? If just cause is not found, the 

question is, what shall the remedy be? 

 

KEY COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 

March 1, 1990 (J-l) 
 

Article 14 - Grievance Procedural 
   
Article 15- Systems Board of Adjustment 
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Employer Rules (C-7) 
 

POSTED RULES OF CONDUCT 
 

Infractions of any rules listed below may lead to disciplinary, action or discharge. 
Such discipline may include warnings (oral/written), suspensions without pay or, 
in cases of serious violations, dismissal without further warning may result where 
the facts warrant. 

 
ATTENDANCE 

*** 
WORK PERFORMANCE 

*** 
SAFETY 
 

PERSONAL CONDUCT 
 

Threatening, intimidating or otherwise interfering with other employees at any 
time is prohibited. This includes off-duty periods. 

 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The significant events leading to this case were triggered when Person 1’s secretary called him at 

home at approximately 7:30 a.m. on Friday, December 11, 1998. Foreman Person 2 and 

Mechanic Person 3 were in Person 1’s office. Person 3 explained that an acquaintance of his, 

Person 4, who owned a stable, had called him the night before to tell him that the Employee 

made threatening statements to him. Person 4 told him that the Employee, who boarded a horse 

at his stable, had threatened to kill persons at the company with whom he was angry. Person 4 

further stated that the Employee had mentioned that an upcoming Union Christmas party was a 

place where these persons might be together. 

Person 1 immediately went to his office to meet with Person 3, Employee Manager Person 5 and 

the local Union President, Person 6.  Person 3 provided a written statement setting forth what 

Person 4 had told him (C-I). This statement in relevant part reads:  
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"...the Employee made statements that there were 5 people at the company he would kill 
given the opportunity. If he could get these people at a Christmas party or Union 
function, he would take them out.” 

 

Person 1, in the presence of the assembled group, called Person 4 to hear first hand what had 

occurred the previous evening at his stable. Person 1 testified that the Employee became upset 

after he was informed of a rate increase at the stable. He also testified that the Employee 

complained that he had been wronged by the Employer, that if he could get those people in one 

place, he would "take them out," and that a Union party was coming up that would be a good 

place to do it. Person 4 said that he cautioned the Employee not to talk that way and that the 

Employee shook a finger in his face and said that this was not a threat, and that, if he had the 

opportunity, he would do it. Person 1 testified that Person 4 took the threat seriously, because of 

the Employee’s demeanor and the look in his eyes. He then called Person 3, because he knew 

him. 

After the conversation with Person 4, Person 1 called the State Police to report what he had been 

told. Later that day, Person 1 was asked by the State Police to have the County Police revoke the 

Employee’s Company Area of Operations Authorization badge. The State Police also advised 

him that any personnel who felt threatened should alert the local police department, and that 

Person 6 should call the local police to discuss protection for the Union party. Person 1 arranged 

for the local police to post surveillance at his home and renewed his permit to carry a concealed 

weapon. 

On Monday, December 14th, Person 1 and Person 5 were told by the State Police that an officer 

had spoken to the Employee and that the Employee admitted to the substance of the statements 

attributed to him. However, he told the officer he did not mean them. The officer also told them 
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that they had placed State Police officers at the Union dance in addition to the local officers who 

had been requested by Person 6. 

On December 17th, Person 1, Company Security Representative Person 7 and the Employee met. 

The Employee admitted making the statements to Person 4, and admitted that he also told the 

State Police officers what he had said to Person 4. However, he again said that he did not mean 

it. The Employee also provided a written statement that in relevant part said: 

“...I was having problems with management and in the spur of the moment I said 
something like they upset me and I could get rid of them if they-were all together, and a 
Christmas party would probably have them together. This was only a figure of speech... 
My professional doctor was aware of this prior to it being said to anyone and agreed as 
no actual thoughts of carrying out the action.” 
 

After this meeting, the Security-Department hired an investigator to maintain surveillance on the 

Employee’s activities. 

On December 1998, Person 1 issued a Company Form PE-1, Unsatisfactory Performance Report 

to the Employee. The Report in part stated (C-6): 

The Employer has completed its investigation into allegations that you made direct 
threats of physical harm towards other employees. Based upon our investigation, we have 
confirmed that such threats of imminent harm were made by you. Your conduct is in 
violation of Maintenance Posted Rules of Conduct 422 which states that “threatening, 
intimidating or otherwise interfering with other employees at any time is prohibited. This 
includes off-duty periods.” 
 
ACTION TAKEN: 
As a result of these threats, your employment is hereby terminated effective immediately. 
However, the Employer will offer you the opportunity to seek mental health counseling 
with Employer coverage as provided under the terms of your medical coverage in place at 
the time of your termination, for a period of three months following your termination. 

 

On January 14, 1999, at the Employee’s request, a Special Hearing was held regarding the events 

and circumstances that led to his discharge. The Employee was represented by Person 6 and the 
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Employer by Person 1. Subsequently, the Employer, by letter dated January 18, 1999, affirmed 

its original decision. 

The Parties then agreed to progress the Employee’s appeal from the Step III Grievance 

(bypassing the four person system board) directly to this Board for final resolution. 

 

POSITION OF THE PARTIES 

The following is believed to be an accurate abstract of the parties' substantive position in this 

dispute. The absence of a detailed recitation of each and every argument or contention advanced 

by the advocates in this arbitration does not mean that the issue was not fully considered by the 

Board. 

 

THE EMPLOYER'S POSITION 

At the outset, the Employer asserts that there should be no doubt, that the threats that have been 

attributed to Employee actually were uttered by him. It points out that Person 4's description of 

what occurred on the evening of December 10, 1998 was consistent. He first described the 

incident to Person 3. He then recounted the event to Person 1, Person 5, Person 3 and Person 6 

on the morning of December 11, 1998 when they met in Person 1’s office. The substance of 

Person 4's description of what occurred on the evening of December 10th remained the same. 

The Employer further notes that the Employee, in his conversation with the State Police Officer, 

admitted what he had said to Person 4. Moreover, the Employee's written statement that he gave 

to the Employer confirmed the substance of his remarks to Person 4. Accordingly, the Employer 

submits the only issue is whether it has a proper basis to believe that the treats should be taken 

seriously. 
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On this issue, the Employer noted that for sometime the Employee had been upset and 

dissatisfied, because of a number of problems at the workplace in which he considered that he 

had not been deft with in a fair and understanding fashion. For example, in August of 1997, the 

Employer referred the Employee for a psychological evaluation (and suspended, him with pay) 

for what it considered erratic and agitated behavior, and because of concern for safety in the 

workplace. In another example, the Employee was dissatisfied with the outcome of an appeal of 

a denial of a claim for unemployment benefits that he had filed while on medical leave; in 

addition, several of many grievances filed by the Employee had been settled between the 

Employer and Union. 

The Employer claims that, when the Employee was informed of the settlements, he was visibly 

angry. Last, of the many examples cited by the Employer to document the Employee's behavioral 

history, it noted that in 1997, the Employee filed ten of the 50 grievances it received from a unit 

of 650 employees. Because many of his claims alleged discrimination and harassment, the 

Employer assigned an employee from the Equal Employment Opportunity ("EEO") Office to 

conduct an investigation. After a lengthy investigation, the EEO investigation found one 

complaint to have merit, specifically, that a Foreman had asked the Employee to climb a ladder, 

which was beyond the scope of his medical restrictions at that time. The person who conducted 

the investigation, and who then met with Employee to provide the results of the investigation, 

confided afterwards that she found the Employee to be irrational and that she was afraid of him. 

Therefore, in view of all of the foregoing, the Employer maintains that it had a sound basis for 

believing that the Employee's threats were real and, thus, it had just cause to terminate him. 
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THE UNION’S POSITION 

The Union, at the arbitration hearing and in its Post-hearing Brief, contends that the Employee’s 

remarks to Person 4 have been greatly overstated and that the Employer has failed to take into 

account the particular stress that the Employee had been subject to at the time he had made his 

remarks to Person 4. In this respect, it contends that various actions by the Employer, the 

Employee’s medical condition (which required him to take medication), and his personal 

financial problems were major contributing factors leading to his comments to Person 4. 

To support its basic defense of the Employee, the Union mainly relies upon the testimony of 

Person 8, Person 9, Person 10, Person 11, and the Employee. 

 

Person 8 testified that she had witnessed two meetings between the Employee and Person 4. She 

testified that the Employee and Person 4 were friends and that the first meeting she witnessed 

occurred on Wednesday, December 9th while she sat in her car. Both acted very normal in tone 

of voice and demeanor and, she noted, both laughed at different times. 

The second meeting that she witnessed between the two occurred on Friday, December 11, 1992 

at about 11 p.m. She testified that Person 4 yelled at the Employee after he returned her horse to 

the stable. Apparently, Person 4 did not want her horse or the Employee’s horse in a particular 

area of the stable. Person 8 testified that the Employee acted normal to the outburst of Person 4. 

 

Person 9, who is a shop steward, testified that the Employee was treated as a "special case" by 

the management staff in City 1 and that he was given menial tasks. He also stated that, to his 

knowledge, the Employee was not a violent person and had not threatened anyone. 
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Person 10, also a shop steward, testified that the Employee had been assigned work that was 

beyond his physical limitations. Person 10 further testified that he had seen graffiti on bathroom 

walls in the Employee’s work area as well as on the Employee’s tool box that was derogatory in 

nature and directed toward the Employee. He stated that the graffiti was not cleaned up by the 

Employer as quickly as it should have been. 

 

Person 11, who was the Employee’s supervisor for three years, testified that the Employee was a 

good worker and did what he was told to do. Person 11 also stated that he was told not to grant 

the Employee time off without pay. This was contrary to what he was able to grant other 

members of his crew. 

 

The Employee testified as to the many physical ailments with which he has been afflicted. These 

included hardening of the arteries, diabetes, depression and anxiety. The problems caused by 

these had an impact upon his ability to function normally. Moreover, the nine different 

medications he took had an effect on his behavior. He also pointed to a number of events and 

situations at the workplace which he contented were not handled properly by the Employer, 

adding that all of them have had an adverse impact upon him. 

With respect to his comments to Person 4, the Employee testified that the language used was a 

figure of speech with no intent to harm anyone.  He further testified that he and Person 4 had 

been "good friends for seven years" and that he had "absolutely no idea" why Person 4 did what 

he did. 
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Last, the Union points to a letter written by the Employee’s psychiatrist in which she, in pertinent 

part, noted that the Employee had continually complained about being harassed and 

discriminated against at work. She also opinioned that "there was never any intention to harm 

others," .and stated that: "It would have been my responsibility to notify any individuals involved 

or the police if any true plan/intent to harm others was felt to exist." 

In summary, the Union maintains, given the foregoing, as stated in greater detail during the 

arbitration hearing and in its brief, the Employer lacked just cause to terminate the Employee. 

His actions were not premeditated and not directed at any one person. No harm was done and no 

property was destroyed. Accordingly, the grievance should be sustained and the Employee made 

whole as that term is normally applied in the industrial setting. 

 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

After a review of the entire record, and having had an opportunity to weigh and evaluate the 

testimony, as well as the written evidence, I find that the Employer has carried its burden to 

show that it had just cause for discharging the Employee. There are several reasons for reaching 

this conclusion. 

The Union has advanced well-developed arguments on behalf of the Employee to show that the 

Employer has given undue weight to a spur of the moment comment that one might conclude 

arose because of factors not under the Employee's control. While the Board recognizes these 

arguments, they cannot overcome the evidence which shows that the Employer had a proper 

basis to conclude that the Employee's threats were of such a serious nature to sever the 

employment relationship. 
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The first issue to be addressed is whether the evidence establishes that Employee made 

threatening comments on the evening of December 10, 1998 as attributed to him by Person 4. 

The evidence clearly shows that he did make these threats. Person 3 received the phone call from 

Person 4 and judged the matter to be so serious to report it immediately the next morning. He 

provided a written statement of what Person 4 told him, while the contents of the phone call were 

still fresh in his mind. Also, that following morning, Person 1 called Person 4.  Person 3, Person 

6 and Person 5 were present for the ensuing conversation with Person 4. Person 4 repeated the 

substance of the conversation he had had the night before with Person 3. Person 4 took the 

Employee’s threats very seriously, and the Board notes there is no evidence in the record to show 

that Person 4 had any improper motive when reporting the Employee's statements. Indeed, the 

Employee testified that he considered Person 4 a friend. Additionally, the Employee admitted to 

the State Police that he made the comments attributed to him, saying, however, he didn't mean 

them. Later, in his written statement, as noted earlier, he again did not deny that he had made 

threatening statements, but claimed that, because he had problems with management, his 

comments merely were a spur of the moment utterance and really only a figure of speech. All-in-

all, however, the evidence overwhelmingly shows that the Employee made the threatening 

statements attributed to him by Person 4. 

The next issue is whether the Employer had a proper basis to believe the threats to be serious. 

We find that it did. Person 1, who is a seasoned manager, and who had direct contact with the 

Employee, clearly believed that the threats could become real. Both the local and State Police 

also reached the same opinion, as shown by their decision to provide protection; including the 

presence of members of both police forces at the Union party. 
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Accordingly, the only remaining issue is the question of the quantum of discipline assessed. The 

Employer's conclusion that the Employee was extremely dissatisfied with virtually every aspect 

of his employment, that he was frustrated and harbored resentment toward management are well 

supported by the record and are reasonably based. Given this past behavior, the proven nature of 

his comments to Person 4 on the evening of December 10th provides additional weight to the 

Employer's determination that the Employee’s threats could become a reality. Because the 

Employee had access to the Employer's aircraft as well as workers, the Employer had a just 

cause to terminate the Employee given the seriousness of the proven offense. 

  

AWARD 

The Grievance is denied. 
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